The repulsive a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state potential of the Na 2 molecule is determined by applying the IPA ͑inverse perturbation approach͒ of V. S. ⌺ u ϩ transition is also obtained from the analysis of the spectra and compared to the ab initio one. The same 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ experimental spectrum is used for investigating abilities of the WKB nodes method, the FCF phase method, and the method of the accurate equation for the potential in terms of the transition amplitudes. They were developed earlier by us in order to determine the bound state potential function from the structure of the bound-free continuous spectrum alone without using information about the ro-vibrational term values. This attempt resulted in very reliable potential curves.
I. INTRODUCTION
Alkali metal dimers have attracted a great deal of interest among both theoreticians and experimentalists, because they are theoretically tractable and their experimental properties can be observed with various techniques. During the past few years this interest has grown even more due to observation of the association of cold alkali atoms ͑see e.g., Ref. 1͒ and their Bose condensation. One of the most powerful experimental tools to study these molecules is the perturbation facilitated optical-optical double resonance ͑PFOODR͒ technique, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] which allows observation of triplet states of alkali dimers, although the triplet states cannot be populated directly from the singlet ground state. Among the data provided by the PFOODR experiments are structured continua ͑bound-free spectra with structure͒ of transitions from a selectively populated single ro-vibrational level of an excited bound electronic state to a lower repulsive state.
Recently we suggested several new approaches to the analysis of the structured continua with the aim to ͑1͒ obtain the repulsive state potential function provided that bound state one is known, [8] [9] [10] or vice versa, ͑2͒ to obtain the bound state potential function provided that repulsive state one is known, [11] [12] [13] and ͑3͒ to obtain the transition moment function. 9, 14 These approaches were applied to some PFOODR data on the Li 2 molecule ͑see citations above and Ref. 15͒ . In this work we apply them to the Na 2 data, namely to the spectra of the 2 3 16 Later this RKR potential was improved in Ref. 17 by including centrifugal distortion effects. The difficulties with this RKR potential arose from a lack of enough experimental information on the rotational structure, as well as a sparcity of the vibrational levels observed within this well ͑only 13͒, and the fact that most of them are to be considered as the ''near-dissociation'' states. The ab initio calculations are known for a wider range of the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ potential including the repulsive part, [18] [19] [20] [21] and addi-tional calculations ͑potential curves and transition dipole moments͒ have been performed for this work.
The main results of this work are the following. The inverse perturbation approach ͑IPA͒ [8] [9] [10] allowed us to find the classical turning points corresponding to the nodes of the experimental spectra in the repulsive part of the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state potential. The ab initio potential function is located near these IPA turning points within the experimental error. On the other hand, the turning point of the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ potential repulsive limb determined in the present work, which is very close to the boundary of the continuum, seems to deviate from the leftmost part of the improved RKR potential of Ref. 17 . Two different approaches ͑exact quantum mechanical and semiclassical͒ were applied to the analysis of the experimental intensities and resulted in the transition moment function M (R) of the 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ Ϫa 3 ⌺ u ϩ system, which is also in agreement with the theoretical one. The same experimental spectrum of the 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ transition was used for testing the abilities of the WKB nodes method, 11 the FCF phase method, 12 and the method using the accurate equation for the potential in terms of transition amplitudes 13 to provide us with the bound state potential function without using any information on the ro-vibrational terms structure.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACHES
The methods of the analysis of structured continua that we used in this work are described in detail in the literature cited above. Here we give very short descriptions of them.
The main idea of the inverse perturbation approach in a case of continua is inversion of the relation between the perturbation of a repulsive state potential function and shifts of the node positions in a spectrum. If the observed node positions are k and their zeroth-order simulations are k (0) , then the result is quite simple.
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where ␦U f (r k ) is a first-order correction to the zeroth-order free state potential at the classical turning point r k corresponding to the zeroth-order node k (0) , and the signs ''Ϯ'' distinguish the cases of photoemission and photoabsorption. Equation ͑1͒ allows direct inversion of the experimental data. It should be applied iteratively, making the consequent approximation closer to the correct potential at each step and, hence, making the first-order perturbation theory more valid. The smoothing procedure is needed at every step for construction of the overall potential function from the corresponding turning points ͑see Refs. 8-10͒. ͓We used the Pade approximant fitting with the SVD ͑singular value decomposition͒ analysis for this purpose, as well as for some other purposes requiring smoothing of data in this work ͑in determining node positions in the experimental spectra, in approximating the classical action function in the WKB nodes method, in approximating the FCF phase in the FCF phase method, etc.͔͒
The transition moment function can be found by using the exact quantum mechanical relation
where the integral is taken over all the final state energies E and can include summation in a case of a presence of a discrete spectrum, ͗R͉E͘ and ͗R͉v͘ are the final state and the initial state eigenfunctions in the coordinate representation, and ͗E͉M͉v͘ is the matrix element of the transition which can be estimated as a square root of the observed transition probability in a spectrum with the sign changing at nodes. The similar method for determining the transition moment function was used earlier in Ref. 22 
where R is the classical transition point corresponding to the light frequency , i.e., the point of the equality between the classical kinetic energies in the both states of the transition, B() is the measured intensity of the transition at the light frequency , and B
Cond
() is its simulation in the Condon approximation M (R)ϭconstant. The drawback of Eq. ͑3͒ is its applicability to the spectra with the only one classical transition point for the observed light frequencies ͑i.e., to the spectra without an interference structure-see Ref. 25͒ and that its accuracy is limited. The main drawback of Eq. ͑2͒ is that it requires knowledge of the transition matrix element in the full range of the band, resulting in a significant loss of accuracy in real experimental situations where the full range is rarely accessible.
The WKB nodes approach 11 for determining the bound state potential function U b uses the following equation:
where E v is the initial state ro-vibrational term value, m is the reduced mass of the molecule, and ⌽(R) is the classical action function. This ⌽(R) function can be estimated by using its WKB values kប (kϭ1,2,3,...) at the nodes of the bound state wave function ͗R͉v͘ coinciding with the nodes of the following integral
͑5͒
The values of the right-hand side of Eq. ͑5͒ can be estimated in the same manner as Eq. ͑2͒. The drawback of this approach is also the same. The next approach considered in this paper is the FCF phase method for determining the bound state potential. 12 This method is computationally simpler than the WKB nodes method and can even be applied to a fragment of the spectrum, but it cannot be used in the case of the interference structure. This method is a consequence of the semiclassical expression for the transition matrix element ͗E͉M͉v͘, 26, 27 which can be derived by using the WKB expressions for the wave functions and estimation of their overlap integral by the stationary phase method. The stationary point of this integral is the classical transition point. The resulting equation looks very similar to the WKB wave function, with the most significant difference being that in place of the classical action function as the WKB wave function sine argument one should substitute the difference of the classical action integrals in the initial and final states of the transition at the stationary point ͑the classical transition point͒; we name this sine argument the FCF ͑Franck-Condon factor͒ phase. Taking the derivative of this FCF phase ⌬⌽͑͒ with respect to the light frequency one can arrive at the following equation:
where R f left is the left turning point of the free state potential U f (R) at the energy E corresponding to the light frequency . If we assume that the repulsive state potential U f (R) is known, then the only unknown value in Eq. ͑6͒ is the classical transition point R . After solving this equation relative to R for every interesting light frequency , one can find the bound state potential fragment from the equation
where the sign ''Ϯ'' distinguish the cases of photoemission and photoabsorption. The anchor values of the FCF phase are its values at the nodes of a spectrum, where it should increase by the value of ͑additive constant does not matter thanks to the differentiation͒. Other possible anchor points are the maxima of the spectra ͑additional /2 for the FCF phase͒, although we should keep in mind that they can be more strongly influenced by the M (R) function. The last method we would like to present is based on the accurate equation for the potential in terms of the transition amplitudes. As far as we know, this equation in a bound-free version was presented for the first time in the Ph. D. thesis of one of us, 28 
where h vE ϭ͉EϪE v ͉, and the signs ''Ϯ'' again distinguish the cases of photoemission and photoabsorption. The last two terms of Eq. ͑8͒ vanish in the Condon approximation; they are also small in the quasiclassical sense; nevertheless they can be significant near nodes of the wave function ͗R͉v͘. On the other hand, near local extrema of the wave function ͗R͉v͘, which are close to the local extrema of the function ͐͗R͉E͗͘E͉M ͉v͘dE, these terms are minimized, and Eq. ͑8͒ can be rewritten
The latter can be used for determining the U b (R) values at the points, close to the extrema of the function ͐͗R͉E͘ ϫ͗E͉M ͉v͘dE, provided that U f (R) is known. If the accuracy of the result is not enough, the computation can be continued in the iterative manner by using Eq. ͑8͒. The drawback of this approach is again the necessity to have the spectrum in the entire range; the advantages are its applicability to any kind of spectra and to polyatomic systems. Notice that none of the methods described above for the bound state potential determination needs preliminary vibrational assignment of the initial ro-vibrational level belonging to the unknown bound state potential function. A preliminary knowledge of the transition moment function M (R) is also of no need in any of the methods for the potential determination described above.
The alternative approach for determining the repulsive state potential function from the structured continuum was described in Ref. 24 , and the approach for determining the bound state potential function is in Ref. 30 . Both of these approaches ͑see also Ref. 31͒ are based on the uniform harmonic approximation 32, 33 and cannot be applied to spectra with interference structure. 
III. RESULTS: THE REPULSIVE STATE POTENTIAL AND THE TRANSITION MOMENT FUNCTION OF THE Na
The plots of the continuous spectra of the Na 2 2
were digitized and used without additional calibration. The node positions of the spectra were found and reported in the first column of Table I . Errors of the node positions were estimated by using the Monte Carlo simulation of random errors of the digitized input data, and they correspond to one standard deviation . After finding the nodes we extracted from the experimental data the transition matrix elements ͗E͉M͉v͘ needed in Eqs. ͑2͒, ͑5͒, ͑9͒.
Then we used the experimental node positions from Table I as the input data for the IPA procedure. The bound state potential function was represented by the RKR potential of the 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ state from Ref. 4 corrected by the appropriate rotational terms. The zeroth-order approximation for the repulsive part of the final a 3 ⌺ a ϩ state was constructed by a rough Morse function extrapolation to shorter interatomic distances of the short-range fragment of the shallow well RKR potential from Ref. 17 . The simulations of the spectra were implemented by the programs 34 using the NumerovCooley-Blatt method for solving the 1D one-channel timeindependent Schrödinger equation. The smoothing procedure mentioned above was applied at every IPA step to the IPA turning points complemented by two additional shallow well RKR points corresponding to the vibrational quantum numbers vϭ1, vϭ2. Several first IPA iterations were done in the Condon approximation M (R)ϭconstant; after a few iterations the transition moment function M (R) was estimated by Eq. 3 and incorporated into the calculations. The iterations were stopped after the turning point shifts between the steps became less than 0.001 Å.
The zeroth-order spectrum had a strong interference structure, and its nine nodes ͑in the case of vϭ15, Nϭ27͒ could only be assigned to the corresponding experimental nodes. The first-order spectrum also exhibited interference structure, but all 15 nodes were assigned. The final simulated node positions of the IPA procedure are presented in the second column of Table I . The detailed comparison of the final IPA potential turning points ͑without a final smoothing͒ and the ab initio potential interpolated with the cubic spline is done in Fig. 1 . From this comparison we can conclude that the IPA turning points are scattered around the ab initio potential within the characteristic experimental error, so this ab initio potential can be considered as the best repulsive a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state potential currently. This conclusion is also confirmed by the direct simulation of the node positions from the ab initio potential presented in the third column of Table I in comparison with the corresponding experimental values and their simulation at the final step of the IPA iterative procedure. Figure 2͑a͒ shows the zoomed view of the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state potential in the vicinity of the dissociation limit. The ab initio potential, the old RKR potential 3 and the improved RKR 17 of the shallow well, and the final IPA turning points are shown in the figure. It is evident that the rightmost IPA point deviates significantly from the leftmost limb of the improved RKR potential. This IPA point is much closer to the ab initio potential than the improved RKR potential. The old RKR potential is closer to both the ab initio potential and our IPA point.
The main reason for constructing the improved RKR potential 17 was the criticism of the old RKR potential 3 from the point of view of the RPC ͑reduced potential curves͒ method in Ref. 35 . The RPC representation of the old RKR curve deviated significantly from the theoretical curves, presented in the Ph. D. Thesis of I. Schmidt-Mink. 19 The improved RKR curve overcame this drawback. With the aim to clarify this question we compared the RPC representations of the improved RKR potential 17 and the ab initio potential of this work in Fig. 2͑b͒ . These two curves coincide within the characteristic precision of the RPC analysis. 35 So, we conclude that the inclusion of the centrifugal distortion terms in the manner of Ref. 17 indeed improved the overall shape of the RKR potential. On the other hand, the parameters D e ͑dissociation energy͒, R e ͑equilibrium distance͒, and k e ͑force constant͒ play the role of the scale constants in RPC method, 35 and their reliability is not seen from the RPC representation. Hence, the deviation of the RKR potential 17 from our IPA potential and the ab initio potential in the ordinary coordinate representation ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ can be due to a difference in these parameters. The direct comparison of the potential curves in their ordinary coordinate representation shows, that the maximum possible difference is in the R e value. The other theoretical potential curves of Schmidt-Mink 19 and of Konowalow et al. 18 being presented in the ordinary coordinate representation exhibit the same characteristic deviation from the improved RKR potential. 17 So, we conclude that the RKR potential 17 of the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state is at least still questionable, especially in its R e value.
After having the potential functions, we applied Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ to the final determination of the transition moment function M (R). The quantum equation ͑2͒ was applied to the points close to the maxima of the bound state wave function, and the semiclassical equation ͑3͒ was applied to the points close to the maxima of the spectrum-these are the reasonable choices allowing us to avoid lowering the accuracy due to small values of the denominators of the equations. Our attempt to analyze the spectrum of the 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ5, N ϭ39)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ electronic transitions has shown that the accuracy of this experimental result is much lower than of the other case one. ͓The worse accuracy of the Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (v ϭ5,Nϭ39)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ experimental continuum is also seen in Fig. 1 , where points of the repulsive state potential function obtained from this spectrum are scattered around the ab initio potential within a wider range than the other case result; see also the estimations of the node position errors in Table  I .͔ We decided not to use this spectrum in the M (R) determination; the final simulation of the spectra has shown that it is enough for the reproduction of the spectra with experimental accuracy. The experimental spectrum of the Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ transition includes not only the continuum but also the unresolved lines of the transitions to the bound levels of the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ shallow well, looking as a short-wave part of the continuum in the plots of the spectra. Exclusion of their intensities from Eq. ͑2͒ would result in the loss of the intensity information and decrease of the accuracy, so before applying this equation we distorted the final state potential at the long distances by putting U f (RуR e ) ϭU f (R e ). As a result, the simulated spectrum became entirely continuous similar to the unresolved experimental spectrum.
The transition moment values determined by both methods from the Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ experimental continuum are shown in Fig. 3 along with their linear approximation M (R)ϭm 0 ϩm 1 (RϪ3.7), where m 0 ϭ2.268 Ϯ0.017, m 1 ϭϪ1.194Ϯ0.034 and the theoretical dipole moment function ͓the interatomic distance R is measured in Å, the M (R) function units are arbitrary͔. As absolute transition intensities are unavailable to us, the scale of the empirically determined M (R) function is chosen so that this function is to be visually close to the theoretical one. We can see that the difference between the theoretical and experimental M (R) functions is within the experimental error in the entire range where this function could be determined.
The resulting simulation of the spectra with inclusion of the linear M (R) function reported above are compared to the experimental spectra in Figs. 4 and 5 ; the coincidence of the simulated and the experimental data is quite well.
IV. TEST OF THE METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE BOUND STATE POTENTIAL FUNCTION
The RKR potential from Ref. 4 is a priori the best choice for the Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ state potential function and cannot be improved by the methods described in Sec. II of this paper. Nevertheless, the experimental spectra considered here give us a very good chance to investigate the abilities of those methods to provide us with bound state potential functions in a case of real experimental data. So we applied the methods to the same experimental spectrum of the Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ transition that was used in the previous section. We restricted ourselves by this case based on the conclusion of the previous section that the other experimental data for the ͑vϭ5, Nϭ39͒ has worse accuracy.
The ab initio potential was used as a ''known'' repulsive state potential, and the RKR potential from Ref. 4 was used for the final test of the quality of the potentials determined here by their comparison to it.
A. WKB nodes method
The WKB nodes method uses Eq. ͑5͒ implying the integration over the entire spectrum. As was mentioned above, the experimental data include not only the continuum but also the unresolved bound-bound lines in the short-wave part of the spectrum. In principle, there are no restrictions for inclusion of the bound-bound intensities into Eq. ͑5͒ by replacing a part of the integral with the corresponding sum. In practice it means that we should have the measured line intensities in addition to the measured continuous intensities and compute not only continuous but also bound state wave functions. However, operating with the unresolved lines can simplify this procedure as described below. With the aim to avoid the bound wave functions calculations we distorted the final state potential by putting U f (RуR e )ϭU f (R e ). The position R e of the potential minimum is located out of the classically accessible region of the initial state ͑at the longer interatomic distances͒, so this distortion cannot influence the actual continuum part of the spectrum noticeably and adds to it the short-wave artificial continuum simulating the unresolved bound-bound spectrum. The resulting potentials of the WKB nodes method with and without inclusion of the discrete part of the spectrum in this way are compared to each other and to the RKR potential from Ref. 4 in Fig. 6 . Inclusion of the bound-bound intensities indeed increases the accuracy of the result. The same trick ͑inclusion of the artificial continuum͒ was used in the determination of the transition moment function M (R) by using Eq. ͑2͒ in the previous section.
Notice that finding the nodes of the function determined by Eq. ͑5͒ requires some care. Special attention should be paid to the artificial ͑false͒ nodes which can arise in this function, especially in cases where the transition matrix element is not known in the entire range. This possibility is illustrated in Fig. 7 , where we can see that even if the inclusion of the bound-bound part improves the function Eq. ͑5͒, 
B. FCF phase method
We performed two calculations by the FCF phase method: with inclusion of only nodes of the experimental continuum Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ and with inclusion of both nodes and maxima. The resulting potential functions are compared to each other and to the RKR potential from Ref. 4 in Fig. 8 . We see that the result can be considered to be reliable within the range determined by positions of the classical transition points corresponding to the structural features ͑nodes, maxima͒ used in the analysis. The accuracy of the FCF phase results is a little worse than of the WKB nodes, but in a case where a shorter fragment of a spectrum is only available, the WKB nodes method is not applicable at all, although the FCF phase method would be able to give us some useful information on the potential. We also see that inclusion of the maxima without their correction to the shift produced by the transition moment function decreased the accuracy in agreement with the theoretical prediction.
Notice that the accuracy of the reproduction of experimental data can be much higher than the accuracy of the potential function determination. It is illustrated by the rovibrational terms simulation from the FCF phase potential determined with using of both nodes and maxima ͑i.e., the one with a worse accuracy͒. The result of this simulation in the case of Nϭ27 is compared to the experimental data from Ref. 4 in Table III . We see, that the differences between the theoretical and experimental values are less than ϳ17 cm Ϫ1 , although the potential error is about 100 cm Ϫ1 .
C. Method of the accurate equation
We applied Eq. ͑9͒ to the same experimental Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ continuum and the ab initio a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state potential, distorted at large interatomic distances so that to be pure repulsive as described above. The result is compared to the RKR potential in Fig. 9 . The accuracy is higher than of the FCF method but a bit lower than of the WKB nodes method. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we analyzed the experimental Na 2 2 3 ⌺ g ϩ (vϭ15, Nϭ27 and vϭ5, Nϭ39)→a 3 ⌺ u ϩ continua with the aim to determine the repulsive state potential function with the IPA method, and the transition moment function with a combination of the quantum mechanical and semiclassical approaches. The resulting a 3 ⌺ u ϩ repulsive state potential turning points coincide with the ab initio potential within the experimental accuracy. The rightmost point of this IPA potential obviously deviates from the leftmost limb of the RKR potential of the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state shallow well reported in Ref. 17 . We conclude that this RKR potential is still questionable, first of all in its R e value. The transition moment function reported by us allowed to simulate the measured intensities with the experimental precision. After that the WKB nodes method, the FCF phase method, and the method of the accurate equation for the potential in terms of the transition amplitudes were tested for their ability to provide us with the bound state potential function from the same experimental data. These methods resulted in very reliable potential, although neither information on the ro-vibrational terms structure nor even a preliminary vibrational assignment of the initial state of the transition were used.
The codes of all the programs used in this work can be obtained from the authors by request through e-mail: sovkov@srv2.rclph.spbu.ru.
VI. THE LAST MINUTE APPENDIX
When the final revision of our paper was prepared, new data on the a 3 ⌺ u ϩ state of the sodium dimer had been published. Ho 
